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BED BUG PREPARATION 
 

Launder All Bedding, Clothing, and Fabrics 

 Everything in every room that can be laundered – including drapes, stuffed animals, rugs 
– should be laundered. 

 Items that cannot be washed but that can be dried in the dryer at a high heat 
temperature should be for a minimum of 30 minutes. Discard debris collected in the lint 
trap after each cycle. 

 Use the highest allowable heat settings in both the washer and dryer. Temperatures 
reaching at least 140 degrees have been proven to kill all stages of bed bug 
development. 

 All clean items should be placed in new bags, sealed tightly, and remain sealed during 
the treatment process. 

 Items that cannot be laundered should be taken to the dry cleaner. 

 Do not unseal anything until clearance has been authorized. 
 

Infested Items 

 Carefully inspect all items that cannot be washed: shoes, books, electronics, picture 
frames, plastic toys, etc.  Discard infested items. Or, items such as shoes and books that 
are found to be infested can be placed in plastic bags and left in the sun for 2 – 3 days. 

 Infested mattresses can be incased in bed bug protective covers after treatment. Heavily 
infested mattresses should be destroyed and discarded. If a mattress must be discarded, 
do not replace the mattress until clearance has been authorized after re-inspection. 

 Infested couches, sleepers, futons, and day beds should be destroyed and discarded.  
 

Remove Any Obstructions to Allow Access to Treatment Areas 

 Remove everything from closets. 

 Completely empty all bedroom drawers and all bookcases items. 

 Remove all items beneath beds and any breakable items on top of night stands, dressers 
and end tables. 

 All walls in the treatment areas must be completely free and clear. Remove any wall 
hangings and all objects from the perimeter. Provide full access to walls, closets, and 
areas around furniture to allow for a thorough treatment. Objects and furnishings that are 
removed should be stored in the restroom. 

 

Failure to complete the preparation will result in postponement of the treatment. 
 

Plan for all people and pets to stay out of the home for 4 hours. 
 

Please note that monitoring devices will be installed, and in severe cases, a  
 re-inspection/treatment will be conducted within 7 to 10 business days. 
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